
 

 

 

 

WOOD STRUCTURE 

 

SELECT 

- natural appearance of the highest quality part of the oak. Radial and figure cuts are used. Only 
small, healthy eyelets in the wood with its naturally occurring color are allowed, without the need 
for repairs. Here we can find the natural growing oak color without growth defects in the wood. 
 

- this quality has a calming effect in the interior, as it contains only small knots. It underlines the 
structure of the oak from the part of the trunk, where there are almost no defects.  

 

RUSTIC – FINE 

- natural appearance of a very high-quality part of oak wood. Radial and figure cuts are used in the 
production of this product. Light natural shades of oak, caused by its growth, are allowed. The 
natural appearance of this quality is complemented by grown eyelets and healthy knots up to 
20mm, max. 3 pcs per plank, which can be cracked. Hand-putty, black or fallen out knots are 
allowed only up to the dimension of 15 mm in size. 
This quality may show some color differences due to the location and growth of the timber. 
 

- the natural appearance of this quality is emphasized by healthy, partially repaired knots, cracks, 
and well-repaired holes in the sutures. Knots, color differences and cracks are allowed in this 
quality, as these factors will give your wooden floor a natural and unique look. 
 
 

RUSTIC – MEDIUM 

- the natural appearance of the wood is underlined by healthy knots, as well as unhealthy knots, 
knots that have fallen out, all up to the size of 30 mm., max. 4 pcs per plank. Repaired trailing 
cracks up to 300 mm and more pronounced color differences of wood are also allowed.  
 

- this quality has a pronounced rustic look and is characterized by knots and color differences. In 
this quality, the natural quantity and size of knots are allowed, which are partially repaired. There 
are also hand-sealed cracks that give this floor a natural look. This quality is characterized by the 
dominant appearance of the floor throughout the interior.  

 

RUSTIC – EXPRESSIVE 

- the natural appearance of the wood is underlined by healthy knots, as well as unhealthy knots, 
knots that have fallen out, all up to the size of 40 mm. There are highlighted central cracks 
(possible over the entire plank) and more pronounced color differences of wood are allowed.  
 

- this quality by its appearance gives the impression of "natural" wood. It is a strongly rustic affair, 
suitable for both farmhouses and modern interiors. In both cases, it evokes an atmosphere of the 
good, old times and traditions. If the rustic elements are well combined with modern ones, a 
perfect interplay is created, which can be literally breathtaking. 


